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Practical uses for Skills data



Who are we?

45k
Colleagues

Discovering, developing and delivering

>100 
Countries

>32m
People using 
our diabetes 
care products

50%
Of the world’s 
insulin supply
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Consumption
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Needs



designData informs



•Bench Strength

•Alignment to Strategy

•Areas of interests

We look at skills through three lens’



We have big balls (and small balls)



Consumption



Outcomes



Hyper-personalising our communication to improve outcomes

marketingData drives

Tells us of their interests

Changes behaviour

Hits a milestone

Personalised

Relevant

Timely

Measured

Optimised



Hi Derek  - well done!�

On the 3rd of May you listened to a podcast titled data visualisation 

best practices on Degreed, this is related to Digitalisation  - a key focus 

area to Novo Nordisk, which means that you are developing skills with 

high demand. That is really great!�

To better be able to help you in continuing growing these important 

skills, we kindly ask that you update your skills interest and ratings on 

Degreed. It would be great if you could review all of your skills, but 

particularly Data visualisation, this will allow you to see even more 

relevant and great content whilst giving you a competative advantage!

You can do this clicking the link below, selecting ‘profile’, and then 

adding or updating your skills.

<Name>

<Date> <modality> <content title>

<content title> <Key skill>

<skill>

<emotional trigger>



Cohort Audience size Number of people 

updating skills within 7 

days

Update rate

Benchmark 
(people receiving no nudge)

18710 240 1.28%

Campaign 1 1700 90 5.29%

Campaign 2 710 50 7.04%

Campaign 3 1030 70 6.82%

Average uplift X 4.7

12

KPI is enabled

People CAN do it, Degreed has all content related to 

digitalization mapped and curated, so people can go in and 

upskill themselves.

KBI behavior target 

is expected to be reached.

People ARE developing key skills

Januar  2022
March 2021 

Cadence

Throughout 2021 bi-weekly campaigns and 

measurements will be conducted to track and 

optimise performance
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Admin 

competency

Analytics 

competency

Machine 

Learning 

competency

ExcelWord

Budgeting

SQL

Stakeholder 

mgt. Statistics

NLP

Python

Image 

recognition

Data 

visualisation
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